MESSAGE FROM THE LEGACY COUNCIL CHAIR

The Women’s Dermatologic Society (WDS) Legacy Fund had a successful year in 2017. We are thankful for the continued support from our committed membership, generous donors, and industry partners. In 2017 the WDS Legacy Fund has grown to over a half-million dollars bringing the council to one-fourth its total goal to build a corpus of $2,000,000 that will provide a long-term reserve to ensure the financial stability of the WDS.

The WDS Legacy Council recently established the Daisy Orleman Robinson Society for individuals who wish to donate through planned giving. Due to the increasing support of the Legacy the council also added the Rose Hirschler Circle for individuals who have donated $50,000 or more. The Legacy Circle has also been established for individuals making a multi-year commitment equaling $25,000 or more.

The highlight of 2017 was the 5th Annual Legacy Celebration honoring Dr. Susan H. Weinkle at the JW Marriott in Orlando, Florida on March 3, 2017. Over 300 people gathered to celebrate and honor Dr. Weinkle. The Celebration brought in over $233,000 from our generous industry partners, VIP supporters, and individual ticket sales.

We look forward to 2018, and thank our members, donors, and industry partners for continually supporting the WDS Legacy Fund and its mission.

Deirdre Hooper, MD
Legacy Council Chair
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LEGACY COUNCIL MISSION STATEMENT

The mission of the Legacy Council is to build and sustain an endowment, known as the Legacy Fund, to ensure the long-term financial stability of the WDS.
A LOOK BACK AT 2017

HISTORY AND GUIDELINES:

- The Women’s Dermatologic Society Legacy Fund was founded and endowed in 2003 for the purpose of philanthropic support of the WDS.
- The Legacy Councils targeted corpus is $2,000,000.
- The WDS Legacy Fund will follow the defined WDS Legacy Fund Investment Policy that is currently handled by Raffa Wealth Management, and approved by The Legacy Council and the WDS Board of Directors.
- The WDS Legacy Fund has general parameters of disbursement when the initial $2 million corpus goal amount is reached. When the goal is reached the WDS Legacy Council, in conjunction with the Board of Directors, will choose methods of disbursement that ensure the future of the WDS and fulfillment of the WDS’s missions.
- Donors for the Legacy Fund will have a cumulative donor amount and will be differentiated by the “Rose Color”.
- Staff, WDS Leadership, and Legacy Council Members will make sure that all marketing information from WDS will have information on donating to the Legacy Fund and to the Legacy Council Operating Costs, noting that these will be cumulative donor amounts.
- Donors will be recognized with a letter. Also, letters will be sent to the honored person (e.g. honored colleague) and person’s family that is being remembered (e.g. In Memory).
- Since 2013 the WDS has held the Legacy Celebration to highlight the success and accomplishments of the WDS while raising funds to secure our future. Each year the WDS honors one of our members who has been a true advocate and leader to both the WDS and the field of Dermatology. The following WDS Members have been honored at past Legacy Celebrations:
  - 2013- WDS’s Founder and first President; Dr. Wilma Fowler Bergfeld
  - 2014- Dr. Tina Alster
  - 2015- Dr. Rex & Johnnie Amonette & Family
  - 2016- Dr. Jean Bolognia
  - 2017- Dr. Susan Weinkle

LEGACY FUND DONATIONS OVER THE YEARS

- $253,372 Raised in 2017 from Donations, VIP Supporters, Corporate Supporters & Celebration Ticket Sales
- $19,637 Individual Donations
- $42,500 VIP Supporters
- $139,500 Corporate Partners
- $51,735 Celebration Ticket Sales

$768,499 Current Value of Legacy Fund Reserve
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Legacy Fund Donations from VIP Supporters, Celebration Ticket Sales, Corporate Supporters, & Individual Donations continue to grow from year to year!
Over 300 guests gathered in Orlando, Florida at the JW Marriott Grande Lakes to celebrate and honor Dr. Susan H. Weinkle for her generous contributions to the field of Dermatology and to support the WDS Legacy Fund. Proceeds from the event are donated to build and sustain an endowment, known as the Legacy Fund, to ensure the long-term stability of the WDS.

**LEGACY CELEBRATION HONOREE**

**SUSAN H. WEINKLE, MD**

Dr. Weinkle is board certified by the American Board of Dermatology, owns a private practice in Bradenton, FL specializing in Mohs Micrographic Surgery and cosmetic dermatology, and is an assist clinical professor of Dermatology at the University of South Florida. She has served as President of the Women’s Dermatologic Society and was the 2008 recipient of the WDS President’s Award, as well as, the 2010 recipient of the Rose Hirschler Award. Dr. Weinkle is a past Legacy Council Chair and remains active in the Council’s efforts to reach their target corpus of $2 million. Dr. Weinkle has served on the Board of Directors and has served on committees in numerous other professional organizations and societies including the American Academy of Dermatology, Dermatology Foundation and the Florida Society of Dermatology for Dermatologic Surgery. She has also served as the President of the American Society of Dermatologic Surgery. She has authored numerous articles on skin carcinomas, surgical techniques, and cosmetic therapies, and also serves on the medical advisory and editorial boards of popular dermatological publications including the Journal of Drugs in Dermatology and the Journal of Dermatologic Surgery. She has been quoted in numerous newspapers and magazines including The New York Times, Wall Street Journal, Goodhousekeeping, and Redbook.

“We selected you as our 2017 Legacy because you are a shining example of all the WDS does. Your academic and leadership achievements are so impressive and everyone listens anytime you speak, just to learn from one of the Greats. But what we find so special about you, Susan, is that your kindness, energy, glamour, beauty, enthusiasm, and positivity only strengthen those around you. You have chosen to make mentoring and networking cornerstones of your relationships with others, and this makes you a Legacy at WDS. You needed no further effort to be a legend in our field. But you continually choose to help others and this makes your kindness, your energy, and your spirit legendary as well. Thank you for all that you do!”

— Deirdre Hooper, MD, WDS Legacy Council Chair

$233,735 Raised via the 5th Annual Legacy Celebration honoring Dr. Susan H. Weinkle.

$233,735

SUSAN H. WEINKLE, MD

VIP SUPPORTERS

$5,000

Johnnie Amonette & Rex Amonette, MD
Jean Carruthers, MD
Charles & Daneen Stiefel
Elizabeth Tanzi, MD

$2,500

Murad Alam, MD
Tina S. Alster, MD
Diane S. Berson, MD
Janet G. Hickman, MD
Deirdre Hooper, MD
Seth L. Matarasso, MD
Ron Morris
Jonah Shacknai, JD, DLH
Robert Weiss, MD & Margaret Weiss, MD
Kathleen Welsh, MD
LEGACY FUND DONORS
The WDS Board of Directors and Legacy Council wishes to thank the following donors who have made contributions to the Women’s Dermatologic Society from 2004 to December 2017 in memory of someone special in their life. We are grateful for your support and generosity, which enables us to build a solid future for the WDS.

GIFTS IN-MEMORY
- In Memory of Joanne Roberts Armstead
  Diane Berson, MD
  Wendy E. Roberts, MD
- In Memory of Florence Berson
  Heidi Waldorf, MD
- In Memory of Lillian Scott Burgess
  Heidi Waldorf, MD
  Jeanine Downie, MD
- In Memory of Martha Cadwell Innes
  Thomas Nicoleti, MD
- In Memory of Joseph Callender
  Heidi Waldorf, MD
- In Memory of Mansoon Day
  Heidi Waldorf, MD
- In Memory of Charlotte Grant and George Grant
  Jane Margaret Grant-Kels, MD
- In Memory of Geneva Smith Holloway
  Amy Derick, MD
  Lisa Garner, MD
  Mary Luso, MD
  Heidi Waldorf, MD
- In Memory of Herbert Mescon
  Selma E. Targovnik, MD
- In Memory of Louise Tavs
  Sophie Worobec, MD
- In Memory of Geraldine Waldorf
  Heidi Waldorf, MD
- In Memory of Constantin Wiest
  Heidi Waldorf, MD
- In Memory of Sophia Worobec
  Sophie Worobec, MD

GIFTS IN-HONOR OF MENTOR
- In Honor of Nancy Esterly
  Sophie Worobec, MD
- In Honor of Shirley Berman
  Diane S. Berson, MD
- In Honor of Wilmia Bergfeld
  Johnnie Amonette & Rex A. Amonette, MD
  Gloria Graham, MD
- In Honor of Diane Baker
  Frances Storrs, MD
- In Honor of William Storrs
  Johnnie Amonette & Rex A. Amonette, MD
  Gloria Graham, MD
  Rebbeca Tung, MD
  Dedee Murrell, MD
  Susan Weinkle, MD
- In Honor of Diane Berson
  Arielle Kauvar, MD
  Michelle Mulvey
  Denise Tnanzman, MD
- In Honor of Florence Berson
  Robert & Sally Berman, MD
  Diane S. Berson, MD
  Ellen Borowka, MD
  Valerie Callender, MD
  Nancy Chemtob, MD
  Laurie & Andrew Fishman, MD
  Sharon, Marshall & Bradley Fishman
  Joyce Fox, MD
  William & Carol Fox, MD
  Lynn Friedman, MD
  Robert Friedman, MD
  Roy Gorenemus, MD
  Dina Gerson, MD
  Anne Gillman, MD
  Keith Greathouse, MD
  Marisa Green, MD
  Fred Gretch, MD
  Elizabeth Hale, MD
  K. Renee Hamlet, MD
  Laurie Harris, MD
  Edward Heilman, MD
  Deborah Hilton, MD
  Andy & Karen Hirschberg, MD
  Lenore Kakita, MD
  Stacy Kantor, MD
  Amy Kirschenbaum, MD
  Dorene Lebowitz, MD
  Elaine & Neil Lukow, MD
  Mary Lupo, MD
  Stan & Diane Mayer, MD
  Elizabeth MCBurney, MD
  Cindy & Ken Miller, MD & Family
  Susan Moss, MD
  Carol Nadel, MD
  Kishwer Nehal, MD
  Helene & Mark Popowsky, MD
  June & Jay Reich, MD
  Peter & Jane Rubin, MD
  Mimi Schatzberg, MD
  Karen & Steven Seltzer, MD
  Jonathan Silver, MD
  Randi Singman, MD
  Lori Skopp, MD
  Leonard & Berna Stein, MD
  Dana & Andrew Stone, MD
  Denise Tzanman, MD
  Irwin & Florence Tzanman, MD
  Donna Twist, MD
  Marcia Wade, MD
  Susan Weinkle, MD
- In Honor of Jean Bolognia
  Tina Alster, MD
  Johnnie Amonette & Rex A. Amonette, MD
  Harold J. Brody, MD
  Brett Coldiron, MD
  Suzanne Connolly, MD
  C. Ralph Daniel III, MD
  Janet G. Hickman, MD
  Deirdre Hooper, MD
  Mona Gohara, MD
  Gloria Graham, MD
  Henry Lim, MD
  Kavita Mariwala, MD
  Elizabeth McBurney, MD
  Suzanne Olbricht, MD
  Seth Orlow, MD
  Julie Schaffer, MD
  Charles W. Stiefel
  Kalman Watsky, MD
  Susan Weinkle, MD
- In Honor of Robert A. Briggaman, MD
  Dedee Murrell, MD
- In Honor of Lillian Scotti Burgess
  Valerie Callender, MD
- In Honor of Cheryl Burgess
  Jeanine Downie, MD
- In Honor of Duane Buss
  Tamelia Cassis, MD
- In Honor of Joseph Callender
  Diane S. Berson, MD
- In Honor of Valerie Callender
  Johnnie Amonette & Rex A. Amonette, MD
- In Honor of Neal Marc Carlin, MD & Robert Adam Carlin, MA
  Linda Susan Marcus, MD
- In Honor of Jean Carruthers, MD
  Arielle Kauvar, MD
- In Honor of Jennifer Cheesborough, MD
  Elise Olsen, MD
- In Honor of Gail Citrin
  Denise Tzanman, MD
- In Honor of Annebelle Cohen
  Amy Paller, MD
- In Honor of Suzanne Connolly, MD
  Johnnie Amonette & Rex A. Amonette, MD
  Bryna Kane, MD
  Richard Scher, MD
- In Honor of Derek Cripps, MD
  Molly Hinshaw, MD
- In Honor of Melissa Daniel, MD
  C. Ralph Daniel III, MD
- In Honor of Marie France Demierre, MD
  Lenore Kakita, MD
  Keith Greathouse, MD
  Dedee Murrell, MD
  Suzanne Olbricht, MD
- In Honor of Amy Derick, MD
  Brad Glassman, MD
- In Honor of Lynn Drake, MD
  Murad Alaim, MD
  Johnnie Amonette & Rex A. Amonette, MD
  Brett Coldiron, MD
  Gloria Graham, MD
- In Honor of the Drake Family
  Wilma F. Bergfeld, MD
- In Honor of Boni Elewski, MD
  Johnnie Amonette & Rex A. Amonette, MD
  C. Ralph Daniel III, MD
  Zoe Drae los, MD
  Lenore Kakita, MD
  Brett Coldiron, MD
  Gloria Graham, MD
  Henry Lim, MD
- In Honor of Nancy B. Esterly, MD
  Amy Paller, MD
  Jean L. Bolognia, MD
  Adelaide Hebert, MD
  Virginia Sybert, MD
  Sophie Worobec, MD
- In Honor of Ilona Frieden, MD
  Lawrence Eichenfield, MD
- GIFTS IN-HONOR
- In Honor of Nancy Esterly
  Virginia P. Sybert, MD
- In Honor of Tina S. Alster, MD
  Arisa Ortiz, MD
  Larissa Scanlan Zaulyanov, MD
- In Honor of the Amonette Family
  Johnnie Amonette & Rex A. Amonette, MD
  Gloria Graham, MD

Thank you for your support!
2017 DONORS
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In Honor of Louis Friend, MD
Danie Summers, MD

In Honor of Margie Yasuko Furomoto, MD
Joyce Fox, MD

In Honor of Gloria Graham, MD
Johnnie Amonette & Rex A. Amonette, MD
Janet G. Hickman, MD

In Honor of James Graham, MD
Janet G. Hickman, MD
Marianne O’Donoghue, MD

In Honor of the Graham Family
Wilma F. Bergfeld, MD

In Honor of Marcelle Grassi, MD
Barbara Licznerski, MD

In Honor of Jo Francis Greathouse
Keith Greathouse, MD

In Honor of Pearl Grimes, MD
Murad Alam, MD
Tina S. Alster, MD
Johnnie Amonette & Rex A. Amonette, MD
Diane S. Berson, MD
Jean L. Bologna, MD
Harold J. Brody, MD
Valerie D. Callender, MD
Jean D.A. Carruthers, MD
Sue Ellen Cox, MD
Seemal R. Desai, MD, FAAD
Patricia Farris, MD
Mona Amira Gohara, MD
Keith A. Greathouse
Lawrence J. Green, MD
Janet G. Hickman, MD
Molly Hinshaw, MD
Deirdre Hooper, MD
Mark Lebwohl, MD
Henry W. Lim, MD
Elizabeth I. McBurney, MD
Maritza I. Perez, MD
Wendy E. Roberts, MD
Richard K. Scher, MD, FACP
Jonah Shacknai
Jerry Shapiro, MD
Charles W. Stiefel, JD
Susan C. Taylor, MD
Robert Weiss, MD & Margaret Weiss, MD
Kathleen M. Welsh, MD
Ashley Wysong, MD, MS
Cyndi Jill Yag-Howard, MD

In Honor of Ron Hansen, MD
Lindsay Ackerman, MD

In Honor of Kathleen Hectorne, MD
Renee J. Mathur, MD

In Honor of Janet Hickman, MD
Anita Highton, MD
Kappa Meadows, MD
Ginia Mirowski, MD

In Honor of Dr. and Mrs. Hudson Fowler
Wilma F. Bergfeld, MD

In Honor of Beverly Johnson, MD
Diane S. Ford, MD

In Honor of Judge Edward Kakita
C. Ralph Daniel III, MD
Diane S. Berson, MD
Lenore Kakita, MD
Bryna Kane, MD
Elizabeth McBurney, MD
Susan Weinkle, MD

In Honor of Lenore Kakita, MD
Susan Amaturo, MD
C. Ralph Daniel III, MD
Marie-France Demierre, MD
Gloria Graham, MD
Bryna Kane, MD
Mark Lebwohl, MD
Michael Ming, MD

In Honor of Marie Kasma
Karen Vigeland, MD

In Honor of Anne Lucky, MD
Susan Boiko, MD

In Honor of Mary Lup, MD
Elizabeth McBurney, MD
Jeanine Downie, MD
Ginger Mentz, MD
Gordon Montgomery, MD
Michelle Pennie, MD

In Honor of Yelva Lynfield, MD
Alan Shalita, MD

In Honor of Chiang Sin-Mei Lu
Elizabeth McBurney, MD

In Honor of Jane Maloney
Elizabeth McBurney, MD

In Honor of Eugenia Marcus
Linda Susan Marcus, MD

In Honor of Elizabeth McBurney, MD
Murad Alam, MD
Jean L. Bologna, MD
Martha Council, MD
James Ertle, MD
Thomas Nicrotri, MD
Suzanne Obrecht, MD
Maureen Olivier, MD

In Honor of Michel McDonald, MD
Adriana Schmidt, MD

In Honor of Masako Miura, MD
Lenore Kakita, MD

In Honor of Janet Hickman, MD
Anita Highton, MD
Kappa Meadows, MD
Ginia Mirowski, MD

In Honor of Dr. and Mrs. Hudson Fowler
Wilma F. Bergfeld, MD

In Honor of Beverly Johnson, MD
Diane S. Ford, MD

In Honor of Judge Edward Kakita
C. Ralph Daniel III, MD
Diane S. Berson, MD
Lenore Kakita, MD
Bryna Kane, MD
Elizabeth McBurney, MD
Susan Weinkle, MD

In Honor of Lenore Kakita, MD
Susan Amaturo, MD
C. Ralph Daniel III, MD
Marie-France Demierre, MD
Gloria Graham, MD
Bryna Kane, MD
Mark Lebwohl, MD
Michael Ming, MD

In Honor of Marie Kasma
Karen Vigeland, MD

In Honor of Anne Lucky, MD
Susan Boiko, MD

In Honor of Mary Lup, MD
Elizabeth McBurney, MD
Jeanine Downie, MD
Ginger Mentz, MD
Gordon Montgomery, MD
Michelle Pennie, MD

In Honor of Yelva Lynfield, MD
Alan Shalita, MD

In Honor of Chiang Sin-Mei Lu
Elizabeth McBurney, MD

In Honor of Jane Maloney
Elizabeth McBurney, MD

In Honor of Eugenia Marcus
Linda Susan Marcus, MD

In Honor of Elizabeth McBurney, MD
Murad Alam, MD
Jean L. Bologna, MD
Martha Council, MD
James Ertle, MD
Thomas Nicrotri, MD
Suzanne Obrecht, MD
Maureen Olivier, MD

In Honor of Michel McDonald, MD
Adriana Schmidt, MD

In Honor of Masako Miura, MD
Lenore Kakita, MD

In Honor of Victor D. Newcomer, MD
Lenore Kakita, MD

In Honor of Marianne O’Donoghue, MD
C. Ralph Daniel III, MD
James Ertle, MD

In Honor of Suzanne Obrecht, MD
Johnnie Amonette & Rex A. Amonette, MD

In Honor of Arline Olsen
Elise Olsen, MD

In Honor of Emily Omura, MD
Sharon Gardepe, MD

In Honor of Allan Oseroff, MD
Lenore Kakita, MD

In Honor of Amy Paller, MD
Murad Alam, MD
Sophie Worobec, MD

In Honor of Maude Frances Marfese Puisseteur
Jeanine Downie, MD
Mary Lup, MD
Susan Weinkle, MD

In Honor of Edith Paller
Amy Paller, MD

In Honor of Sandra Read, MD
Adriana Schmidt, MD
Jimmy Schmidt, MD

In Honor of June Robinson, MD
Brett Coldiron, MD

In Honor of Wendy Roberts, MD
Bryna Kane, MD

In Honor of Mary Sawada
Kathleen Sawada, MD

In Honor of Kathryn Schwarzenberger, MD
Johnnie Amonette & Rex A. Amonette, MD

In Honor of Dennis Sest, PhD
Sophie Worobec, MD

In Honor of Dorinda Shelley, MD
Gloria Graham, MD
C. William Hanke, MD
Sophie Worobec, MD

In Honor of Walter Shelley, MD
Brenda Dintiman, MD
Lenore Kakita, MD
Marianne O’Donoghue, MD
C. William Hanke, MD

In Honor of Rekha Sheth, MD
Susan Weinkle, MD

In Honor of Rachel Spiller, MD
Shelley Sekula Gibbs, MD

In Honor of Adrienne Stewart, MD
Debra Fine

In Honor of Frances Storrs, MD
Diane Baker, MD
Amy Reisenauer, MD

In Honor of Sabra Sullivan, MD
C. Ralph Daniel III, MD

In Honor of Elizabeth Tanzi, MD
Elizabeth Tanzi, MD

In Honor of Nia Terezakis, MD
Ronald Davis, MD
Sophie Worobec, MD

In Honor of Rebecca Tung, MD
Arlene Ruiz de Luzuiaga, MD, MPH

In Honor of Geraldine Waldorf
Diane S. Berson, MD
Valerie Callender, MD
Elizabeth McBurney, MD

In Honor of Heidi Waldorf, MD
Erin Gilbert, MD, PhD

In Honor of Patricia Walker, MD
Paul Rehder, MD

In Honor of Susan Weinkle, MD
Murad Alam, MD
Tina S. Alster, MD
Johnnie Amonette & Rex A. Amonette, MD
Wilma Fowler Bergfeld, MD
Diane S. Berson, MD
Erin E. Boh, MD, PhD
Jean Bologna, MD
Vivian W. Bucay, MD
Kimberly J. Butterwick, MD
Jean D.A. Carruthers, MD
Adelaide A. Hebert, MD
Gloria Graham, MD
Janet G. Hickman, MD
Molly Hinshaw, MD
Deirdre Hooper, MD
Lenore Kakita, MD
Arielle N.B. Kauvar, MD
Mark Lebwohl, MD
Mary Lup, MD
Henry Lim, MD
Seth L. Matarasso, MD
Ronald R. Morris
Jonah Shacknai
Ava Shamban, MD
Charles W. Stiefel, JD
Elizabeth Tanzi, MD
Ruth Tedaldi, MD
Elia L. Teombs, MD
Robert Weiss, MD & Margaret Weiss, MD
Kathleen M. Welsh, MD

In Honor of Clayton Wheeler, MD
Dedee Murrell, MD

In Honor of Frances Storrs, MD
Diane Baker, MD
Amy Reisenauer, MD

In Honor of Sabra Sullivan, MD
C. Ralph Daniel III, MD

In Honor of Elizabeth Tanzi, MD
Elizabeth Tanzi, MD

In Honor of Nia Terezakis, MD
Ronald Davis, MD
Sophie Worobec, MD

In Honor of Rebecca Tung, MD
Arlene Ruiz de Luzuiaga, MD, MPH

In Honor of Geraldine Waldorf
Diane S. Berson, MD
Valerie Callender, MD
Elizabeth McBurney, MD

In Honor of Heidi Waldorf, MD
Erin Gilbert, MD, PhD

In Honor of Patricia Walker, MD
Paul Rehder, MD

In Honor of Susan Weinkle, MD
Murad Alam, MD
Tina S. Alster, MD
Johnnie Amonette & Rex A. Amonette, MD
Wilma Fowler Bergfeld, MD
Diane S. Berson, MD
Erin E. Boh, MD, PhD
Jean Bologna, MD
Vivian W. Bucay, MD
Kimberly J. Butterwick, MD
Jean D.A. Carruthers, MD
Adelaide A. Hebert, MD
Gloria Graham, MD
Janet G. Hickman, MD
Molly Hinshaw, MD
Deirdre Hooper, MD
Lenore Kakita, MD
Arielle N.B. Kauvar, MD
Mark Lebwohl, MD
Mary Lup, MD
Henry Lim, MD
Seth L. Matarasso, MD
Ronald R. Morris
Jonah Shacknai
Ava Shamban, MD
Charles W. Stiefel, JD
Elizabeth Tanzi, MD
Ruth Tedaldi, MD
Elia L. Teombs, MD
Robert Weiss, MD & Margaret Weiss, MD
Kathleen M. Welsh, MD

In Honor of Clayton Wheeler, MD
Dedee Murrell, MD
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★ In Honor of those who have helped me on my journey
Kathleen Hectorne, MD

★ In Honor of the WDS Mentorship Programs
Ginat Mirowski, MD
Virginia Sybert, MD

★ In Honor of Josh
Susan Pardee, MD

INDUSTRY SUPPORTERS
Allergan
Aclaris Therapeutics
Almirall
Dermavance
Dermira
DUSA Pharmaceuticals
Ethicon
Galderma
La Roche-Posay
L’Oreal
Merz
Nutrafol
Procter & Gamble
Revance
Revision Skincare
Sienna
Sinclair Pharma
Suneva Medical
Valeant
Viviscal
X-Medica
Zo Skin Health, Inc.
Zeltiq

2017 DONOR LIST

EMERALD ROSE
$25,000-$49,999
Murad Alam, MD

BLUE SAPPHIRE ROSE
$10,000-$24,999
Johnnie Amontette & Rex A. Amontette, MD
Steve Clark
C. Ralph Daniel, III, MD
Janet G. Hickman, MD
Charles W. Stiefel, JD

RED ROSE
$5,000—$9,999
Tina S. Alster, MD
Wilma Fowler Bergfeld, MD
Diane S. Berson, MD
Cheryl M. Burgess, MD
Jean D.A. Carruthers, MD
Suzanne Marie Connolly, MD
Lisa A. Garner, MD
Mona Amira Gohara, MD
Kathleen J. Hectorne, MD
Julie A. Hodge, MD, MPH
Deirdre Hooper, MD
Elizabeth Sanders Jacobson, MD
Lenore Setsuko Kakita, MD
Mark Lebwohl, MD
Henry W. Lim, MD
Mary P. Lupin, MD
Gina W. Mirowski, DMD, MD
Ronald L. Moy, MD
Amy S. Paller, MD
Richard K. Scher, MD, FACP
Elizabeth Tanzi, MD
Rebecca Clare Tung, MD
Heidi A. Waldorf, MD
Susan H. Weinkle, MD

PINK ROSE
$2,500 - $4,999
Diane Romayne Baker, MD
Jean L. Bolognia, MD
Harold J. Brody, MD
Kimberly J. Butterwick, MD
Brett Malcolm Coldiron, MD
Jeanine B. Downie, MD, MA
Richard L. Edelson, MD
Anne Egger
Patricia Farris, MD
Gloria F. Graham, MD
Keith A. Greathouse
Pearl E. Grimes, MD
Adelaide A. Hebert, MD
Molly Hinshaw, MD
Bryna Kane, MD
Arielle N.B. Kauvar, MD
Kavita Mariwalla, MD
Suzanne Olbricht, MD
Seth L. Matarasso, MD
Kappa P. Meadows, MD, FAAD
Michael E. Ming, MD, MSCE
Gordon Montgomery, MD
Rhoda S. Narins, MD
Kishwer S. Nehal, MD

YELLOW ROSE
$1,000 - $2,499
Hilary E. Baldwin, MD
Cynthia Barratt
Leslie S. Baumann, MD
Erin E. Boh, MD, PhD
Karen E. Burke, MD, PhD
Tamella B. Cassis, MD
Raymond L. Cornelison, Jr., MD
Athena Cosmetics
Peggy S. Crawford, MD
Amy J. Derick, MD
Seemal R. Desai, MD, FAAD
Zoe Diana Draelos, MD
Lynn Annette Drake, MD
Bob Durst, MD
Boni E. Elewski, MD
Patricia Gayle Engasser, MD
James O. Ertle, MD
Diane S. Ford, MD
Ilona J. Frieden, MD
Erin Gilbert, MD, PhD, FAAD
Sharon A. Glick, MD
Diane S. Goostree
Lawrence J. Green, MD
George J. Hruza, MD
Cheryl A. Hull, MD
William D. James, MD
Shirley F. Jutzi
David J. Leffell, MD
Otavio R. Macedo, MD
Mary Madden
Mary E. Maloney, MD
Linda Susan Marcus, MD
Seth L. Matarasso, MD
Kappa P. Meadows, MD, FAAD
Michael E. Ming, MD, MSCE
Gordon Montgomery, MD
Rhoda S. Narins, MD
Kishwer S. Nehal, MD
# 2017 DONORS

Thank you for your support!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Donors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$500-$999</td>
<td>Marianne N. O'Donoghue, MD  Margaret E. Olsen, MD  Patti Pao  Sandra I. Read, MD  Darrell S. Rigel, MD  Neil S. Sadick, MD, FACP  David L. Schwartz, MD  Kathryn Schwarzenberger, MD  Alan R. Shalita, MD  Ava Shamban, MD  Jerry Shapiro, MD  Mary C. Spellman, MD  Adrienne Stewart, MD  Selma E. Targovnik, MD  James Selwyn Taylor, MD  Barbara Ann Gilchrest, MD  Anita C. Gilliam, MD, PhD  Jane M. Grant-Kels, MD  Elizabeth Ball Griesshaber, MD  Letty Hall  C. William Hanke, MD  Allison Hanlon, MD, PhD  Maria K. Hordinsky, MD  Sharon Horton, MD  Lauren C. Hughey, MD  Niquette Hunt  Sarah C. Jackson, MD  Vicki Kalabokes  Jeff Knight  James Kone, Jr.  Shadi Kourosh, MD, MPH  Daniela Kroshinsky, MD, MPH  Anne E. Laumann, MBChB, MRCP(UK), FAAD  Tabi A. Leslie  Jacob Levitt, MD  Christopher Ligi  Janice Lima-Maribona, DO  Elizabeth P. B. Long, MD  Lana Louise Long, MD  Lynette J. Margesson, MD  Renee J. Mathur, MD  Susan Teri McGillis, MD  Amy J. Michael, MD  Jennifer M. McNiff  Allison E. Nicholas Metz, MD  Jenny E. Murase, MD  James O’Connell  Jason Olin, PhD  Marina Peredo, MD  Marcia Ramos-e-Silva, MD, PhD  Marta I. Rendon, MD  Kristen Rice, MD  Phoebe Rich, MD  Elizabeth Reed Ringrose, MD  Kelli Ann Rodriguez  Nicole Elaine Rogers, MD  Kristine A. Romine, MD  Arlene M. Ruiz De Luzuriaga, MD, MPH  Kathleen Y. Sawada  Larissa Zaudyganov Scanlan, MD  Bethanee J. Schlosser, MD, PhD  Jody Scott  Roberta D. Sengelmann, MD, FACMS  Cindy Firkins Smith, MD  Jane Sowers  Sharleen St. Surin-Lord, MD  Elsa Maria Taicher Saunier  Michelle Tarbox, MD  Amy F. Taub, MD  Jeff Taub  Carl R. Thornfeldt, MD  Nancy R. Todes-Taylor, MD  Marcia G. Tonnesen, MD, FAAD  Ella L. Toombs, MD  Rochelle Torgerson, MD, PhD  Abel Torres, MD, JD  Christine Baran Warren, MD  Margaret A. Weiss, MD  Luitgard Gisela Wiest, MD  Carmen Myrie Williams, MD  Sophie Marie Worobec, MD  Ashley Wysong, MD, MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UP TO $499</td>
<td>Lindsay S. Ackerman, MD  Gurpreet Ahluwalia, PhD  Afshan Alavi, MD, FRCPC  Macrene Alexiades-Armenakas, MD, PhD  Kristen Aloupis  Fatma Sibel Alper  Emily M. Altman, MD, FAAD  Susan Chinn Amaturo, MD  Richard Antayna  Humberto Antunes  Azam Anwar, MD  Kelli R. Arntzen, MD  Suleima Ribeiro De Arruda, MD  Erik Austin, DO, MPH  Mark Avram  B. R. Avruskin, MD  Lynn A. Baden, MD  Johannes Baensch, PhD  Eva M. Balash, MD  Rhonda R. Baldone, MD  Benjamin Barankin, MD, FRCPC  Channing R. Barnett, MD  Bonnie Lynn Barsky, MD  Cynthia Bartus, MD  Carla Jean Bauman, MD  Betsy B. Beers, MD  Jane S. Bellet, MD  Elan Ben Zeen  Angela Bennett  Daniel D. Bennett, MD  Michele C. Bennett  Danette D. Bentley, MD  Melissa Ben-Yoseph  Timothy G. Berger, MD  Robert &amp; Sally Berman  Paul Berns  Vince Bertucci, MD  Jeanette Black  Marianna L. Blyumin-Karasik, MD  Naana Boakye, MD  Tanja Gizela Bohl, MBBS, FACD  Ralph T. Bohrer  Susan Boiko, MD, FAAP, FAAD  Marcos Bonassi, MD  Ellen Borowka  Marie-Louise Bots  Jonathan Y. Breadon, MD  J. Dea Browning, APRN-BC, MSN, DNC  Jan Brydon, MD  Anne E. Burdick, MD, MPH  Rebecca L. Bushong, MD  Marilyn Byrne  Jeffrey Phillip Callen, MD  Kim Campbell  Marilyn R. Capek, MD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Mildred Lopez Pineiro
Christine Poblete Lopez, MD
Torello Lotti, MD
Porcia Bradford Love, MD
Chere Lucas Anthony, MD
Jennifer Lucas, MD
Elaine & Neil Lukow
Rebecca B. Luria, MD
Deborah MacFarlane, MD
Jennifer L. MacGregor, MD
Janet Lynn Maldonado, MD
Angela Marmeri
Claire P. Mansur, MD
Cecilia Marasigan
Branka Marinovic, MD, PhD
Ellen S. Marmur, MD
Beverly Marsh
Elizabeth Shannon Martin, MD
Lyle Martin
Elena Martinho, MD
Stephen Henry Mason, MD
Luciana Milfont Sobreira Matos, MD
Stan & Diane Mayer
Anne Kathryn McBride, MD
Mojo McDaniel, MBA
Michel A. McDonald, MD
Jonelle K. McDonnell, MD
Bruce C. McGeorge, MD
Lynn J. McKinley-Grant, MD
Ginger S. Mentz, MD
Ahou Meydani, MD
Caren F. Mikes, MD
Cindy & Ken Miller & Family
Elaine K. Miller, DO
Stacey Moore
Allison J. Moosally, MD
Susan Moss
Michelle Mulvey
Carol Nadel
Usha Nagavarapu
Virginie Naigeon
Maithily A. Nandedkar, MD
Heather Nase
Karen B. Nern, MD, MBA
Mark Steven Nestor, MD, PhD
Amy Elaine Newburger, MD
Matilda Nicholas, MD, PhD
Kim M. Nichols, MD
Thomas Nicrotri
Antoinette P. Notaro, MD
Amanda M.M. Oakley, MBChB, FRACP
Edit B. Olasz Harken, MD, PhD
Maureen A. Olivier, MD
Cynthia L. Olson, MD
Oge C. Onwudie, MD
Chinwe LC Onyekonwu, MD
Arisa Elena Ortiz, MD
Julia Konerding Padgett, MD
Melanie Dawn Palm, MD
Daniel Palmerton
Amir G. Pandya, MD
Ri cardo Paniagua, MD, PhD
Susan R. Pardee, MD
Eric Park
Michelle Pennie, MD
Betsy Nell Perry Thacker, MD
Barbara Pestana
Tania R. Peters, MD
Scott Peterson
Melissa Peck Piliang, MD
Rachel Plant
Susan Marie Poelman, MD, MSc
Jo Polich
Miriam Keltz Pomerantz, MD
Rainer Pooth
Jennifer Levin Popovsky, MD
Helene & Mark Popowsky
Heidi Belle Prather, MD
Vera H. Price, MD, FRCP
Tanya Pushkine
Phoebe E. Rabin, MD
Sharon Smith Raimer, MD
Vidya Rajpara, MD
Anne Marie Ramsdell, MD
Desiree Ratner, MD
Parisa Ravanfar, MD
Kelley Pagliai Redbord, MD
Jennifer Reed
Paul Rehder
Wingfield E. Rehmus, MD, MPH
June & Jay Reich
Kathleen Reichert, MD
Amy Kersten Reisenauer, MD
Jack Resneck, MD
Gus Rhodes
Ivy Lorena Riano Monsalve
Zakiya P. Rice, MD, FAAD, FAAP
Joyce Rico, MD
Brent Roberts
Janet Louise Roberts, MD
Heather Dawn Rogers, MD
Kristi Rook
Susan S. Roper, MD
Diane Loria Rose, MD
Marjorie Mintz Rosenbaum, MD
Karla S. Rosenman, MD
Amy S. Ross, MD
Elizabeth Faircloth Rostan, MD
Peter & Jane Rubin
Roman Rubio, MD
Rashmi Sarkar, MD, MNAMS
Sarah B. Sawyer
Lori Scarafiotti
Mimi Schatzberg
Cynthia A. Schlick, MD
Allison Schmedelson
Adriana Schmidt, MD
Jimmy Schmidt
Margery A. Scott, MD
Keeter D. Sechrest, MD
Shelley Sekula Gibbs, MD
Karen & Steven Seltzer
Maryanne Makredes Senna, MD
Shabnam Shahabadi, MD
Helen Shin, MD
Sandra K. Shrader, MD
Daniel M. Siegel, MD, MS
Jonathan Silver, MD
Nanette Blythe Silverberg, MD
Joanne Kelly Simpson, MD, MPH
Rashmi Singh
Randi Singman
Shari L. Skinner, MD
Lori Skopp
Kristina Skyberg
Joseph Sobanko
Luciana Sobreira
Kerrie J. Spoonemore, MD, PharmD
Alison Stallings, MD
Chynna Lynn Steele, MD
Linda F. Stein Gold, MD
Jennifer A. Stein, MD, PhD
Leonard & Hermina Stein
Louise H. Stewart, MD
Martha E. Stewart, MD
Allison Jones Stocker, MD
Toni C. Stockton, MD
Dana & Andrew Stone
Frances J. Storrs, MD
Cynthia R. Strohmeyer, MD
Neil Swanson, MD
Virginia P. Sybert, MD
Sumayah Taliaferro, MD
Irwin & Florence Tanzman
Emma Taylor, MD
Ruth Tedaldi, MD
Joyce Ming Cao Teng, MD, PhD
Valencia D. Thomas, MD
Antonella Tosti, MD
Anne K. Truitt, MD
Kelly Hoskins Tyler, MD
Susan Van Dyke, MD
Jonathan Van Meter, MD
Kelly Vaupel
Tina C. Venetos, MD
Marie Olivia Ventre, MD
Vermen M. Verallo-Rowell, MD
Ines Verner Rashkovsky, MD
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Jennifer L. Vesper, MD
Allison T. Vidimos Stultz, RPh, MD
Karen M. Vigeland, MD
Marcia J. Wade
Jill S. Waibel, MD
Susan Dale Wall, MD
Molly A. Wanner, MD, MBA
Ingrid P. Warmuth, MD
Jacob Waugh
Jonathan S. Weiss, MD
William P. Werschler, MD
Tina B. West, MD
Lezlee Westine
Patricia P. Westmoreland, MD
Margot Whitfeld, MBBS, FACD
Samantha J. Widdicombe, BSc
John Williams
Mary L. Williams, MD
Katy Lynn Wiltz, MD
Allan S. Wirtzer, MD
Jane Wolf
Cynthia B. Yalowitz, MD
Ruth Yates, MD
Inia I. Yevich-Tunstall, MD
Jane Young Yoo, MD, MPP
Avis Brown Yount, MD
Zorica Zafirovik, MD
Yaxian Zhen, MD, PhD
Robert J. Zimmerman
Donna Zinman

Save the Date

2019 Legacy Celebration
Friday, March 1, 2019
National Museum of Women in the Arts
Washington, DC